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PROTOCOL SUMMARY 

TOG 91 -1 1, Phase Ill Trial to Preserve the Larynx: Induction Chemotherapy and Radiation 
y Versus Concomitant Chemotherapy and Radiation Therapy Versus Radiation 
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. SUMMARY: There are approximately 12,400 new cases of laryngeal cancer rQported each year 
the United States and there is some evidence that the disease is increasing in inciqence worldwide. 

arly stage disease of the glottis and supraglottic area is nearly always treated with a single modality, 
either local radiation theraw or excision. Advanced disease which is defined as T3 NO, T4 NO or any 
T stage with nodal metastases has been variously treated with surgery Only, primary radiation with 
surgical salvage, or surgery combined with pre and postoperative radiation treatment. Although Some 
improvement in local-regional control is reponed with initial combined treatment, five year survival 
rates remain poor because of a high incidence of local-regional recurrence, distant metastases, and 
secondary primaries. Therefore, in an attempt to improve local control and long-term survival, radiation 
therapy is currently being evaluated as a preoperative modality. Recently, in 1985, the VA ~OOPerative 
Studies Program began a trial to evaluate induction chemotherapy followed by radiation therapy 
compared to the standard treatment for laryngeal cancer, which is laryngectomy and postoperative 
radiation therapy. At a median follow-up of 33 months, the 2 year survival in both groups was 
approximately 68%, and 64% of the patients in the chemoradiation arm were able to  preserve their 
larynx. A difference, however, in the pattern of recurrence between the two groups was seen. 
Patients treated with surgery followed by radiation had a higher incidence of distant metastases, 
whereas patients treated with chemotherapy followed by radiation had a higher incidence of local 
recurrence. This study proved that chemotherapy plus radiation therapy was a viable means to avoid 
a laryngectomy and preserve the larynx in many patients. However, a question arose after the 
completion of the trial as to whether the chemotherapy added anything to  radiation therapy alone. 
Therefore, this protocol is designed to compare three different treatment modalities. Patients will be 
randomized between three different arm, patients will receive two cycles of 
chemotherapy. If no response is see hose patients will go on to  receive surgery , 

followed by postoperative radia response to  the chemotherapy after 
two ,cycles+p will receive a postoperative radiation. The second 
arm will co t #$'-radiation therapy en concomitantly. Finally, the third arm will consist 
of radiation therapy alone. Thi lude patients with either a T1 or a T4 lesion of the 
glottic or supraglottic larynx as Scan and clinical evaluation. The chemotherapy for 
the first arm will consist Of Cis The second arm will consist of cisplatin given during 
radiation therapy. In all three arms; radiation Will consist of 70 Gy total dose, with 2 Gy per five days 
given over 7 weeks. Regardless of treatment arm, all Patients will receive neck dissection for nodes 
> 3 cm in diameter 6 to  8 Weeks after treatment completion. Response rates, toxicity, and ability to  
spare the larynx will be major objectives of this study. Approximately 5-10 adult patients will be 
enrolled annually from WHMC. 

2. INVESTIGATIONAL DRUGS/DEVICES: Non; requested. 
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4. FUNDING: None requested. 

5. INVESTIGATOR CATEGORIES: Principal Investigators - 3 Staff; Associate Investigators - 8 Staff 
and 10 Fellows 
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